Products Liability Class Action & MDL Expertise

fact sheet

Specialized eDiscovery and Document Review expertise with complex products liability, multi-district litigations
Proven ability to deliver value-add services through an exceptional client experience
Unparalleled expertise in all facets of the discovery lifecycle, empowering our team to understand and
assess pharmaceutical manufacturing and distribution practices
Providing multijurisdictional case management including concurrent first-level reviews, quality
assurance processes, redaction and privilege log workflows, and productions

By the Numbers

100+

Consilio has worked with over 100 different pharmaceutical and biomedical corporations over the past
5 years, handling nearly 700 industry-specific engagements, including forensic collection, discovery
consulting, legal department consulting, and over 350 eDiscovery and document engagements.
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Case Study: Large Opioid Matter Response
Through our recent experience working with a number of large pharmaceutical manufacturers and
distributors in connection with a large MDL class action involving allegations that the defendants played a
significant role in opioid overdose and abuse, we learned that corporations in these industries can never be
too prepared to handle the volume of electronically stored information relevant and necessary to vigorously
defend their positions. Proprietary data sources, global repositories and information systems, complex PII
considerations, and extensive records retention policies and practices underscored the importance of a
strategic, organized and proactive approach to forensic data collection, processing, review and production.

Strategic Approach & Execution
Consilio helped to preserve and collect over twelve terabytes of data using remote and on-site collection
tools deployed around the US. Using advanced analytics techniques, we were able to strategically process
and cull only the information that was confirmed to be relevant and necessary, resulting in a refined
document population for review. Through the thoughtful and iterative evaluation of custodians and data
sources, we saved our client almost $1M in processing and review fees and ultimately leveraged a team
of 20 contract attorneys with scientific backgrounds to efficiently review a population of ~250k documents
under a fixed cost pricing model. The review team’s subject-matter expertise and experience empowered
them to develop creative workflows for handling PII and non-responsive product redactions further resulting
in significant cost-savings for our client. Our project teams coordinated with multiple co-counsel firms to
meet aggressive production schedules, resulting in the delivery of almost 100 distinct productions with
several concurrent deliveries per week.

Effective Preparedness
•

Litigation Readiness Through Data Maps & Effective Records Retention Policies: Take the time to know
where your data is resides (both in terms of information systems and geographically) and identity
sources of duplicative information and/or information that can be defensibly discarded;

•

Preserve Broadly, Process Iteratively and Strategically: The scope of potentially relevant information
is typically overbroad, and while it is important to preserve that data, significant cost-savings
can result from effectively using analytics to hone and strategically process only the
information defensibly confirmed to be necessary

•

Complex Redaction Considerations: Leverage native redaction workflows and
experienced review teams to approach complex PII and non-responsive
product redactions in the most efficient and cost-effective manner.
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